Karbido: «The Table»

Vendredi / Freitag / Friday
24.10.2014 21:00
Espace Découverte
Karbido
Paweł Czepułkowski, Igor Gawlikowski, maot (Marek Otwinowski),
Michał Litwiniec table
Tomasz Sikora light
Jacek Fedorowicz sound
60’ sans entracte / ohne Pause
Backstage
22:00 Espace Découverte
Meet the artists: Post-concert talk with the musicians of Karbido (E)

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ON THE BORDER
Prochain concert du cycle «On the border»
Nächstes Konzert in der Reihe «On the border»
Next concert in the series «On the border»
Vendredi / Freitag / Friday
19.12.2014 21:00 Espace Découverte
Telebossa
Chico Mello guitar, voice
Nicholas Bussmann cello, electronics

Karbido
Karbido – that means free choice as it is typical of vanguard artists with an inclination to and experience in music,
theatre and art. The artists from Wroclaw have made it plain that all sorts of inspiration are allowed, while some of
them seem to be a bit more significant than others: criminal jazz, idyllic melodies, folk-like openness and the energy
of contrasts. The Karbido crew – far from being precise when it comes to defining their music – passionately fit
and shuffle their own puzzles. They play with the listener’s habits, at the same time opening the door for careful
observers of the world and energetic optimists who like driving at full speed on uneven ground.
The group was created in 2003 by musicians associated with various other bands like CEZ, The Kormorans, and
Formacya Bochianni. Since 2004 Karbido is associated with Hermetic Garage, Tomasz Sikora’s artistic activities
platform, which incorporates many artistic projects, such as «The Table», «The LZ 129 Hindenburg Disaster», «PAPER
T.E.S.L.A. SHOW», or a cycle of ‹traditional› «Avant Live» concerts. Hermetic Garage is a multi-collective that acts as
label, studio and publisher. It produces music records, radio shows, video-clips and films.
Karbido also created the musical background for theatrical spectacles directed by Tomasz Man: «111», «Medea» as
well as the «Tchernobyl TM» show, by the Biuro Podróży and Arabesky (Kharkiv) theatres.
The band performs in Poland and abroad; the members all live and create in Wroclaw.
karbido.com & hermeticgarage.com

